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We have our first Field Trip this coming week on Wednesday to the Kisker Branch Library at 1pm!  If
you volunteered to drive, please make sure you have a background check on file in the office. Mrs.
Rentfro will also need pictures of your driver’s license and insurance. You are welcome to email them
to her or she can scan them in on the day of. Please be on the lookout for an email from me of who
will be driving and who will be chaperoning. We will need two adults per vehicle.

Religion
This week we read and discussed the story of
Baby Moses. We learned that God protects
and cares for His people, showing His love to
us by making us HIS children through Christ.

Math
This week we continued our work with
patterns. We learned how to identify and
extend repeating patterns. Exploring
repeating patterns helps find rules in
sequence. We also learned a new math game
called “Subtraction Slope.” In this game,
students practiced their subtraction skills
with numbers 1-8. Today we took our first
math test! It will come home next Friday in
their Daily Folder.

Social Studies
This week in Social Studies we learned about
Citizenship and how it is important for us to
show respect for others. We also learned the
difference between a right and a
responsibility. We discussed different rights
and responsibilities that we have in our
community.

Spelling
Remember to help your child practice their
spelling words nightly. In their Daily Folder,
you will find their spelling list consisting of 6
words. Our next test will be on Thursday. In
their Daily Folder, I have included a menu of
activities you can do at home to help make
practicing spelling words fun!

Reading
This week we finished our work with the
story, “Curious George at School.” We learned
the strategy of Sequence of Events to help our
comprehension. In Phonics, we read and
spelled words with the short “o” sound. We
also reviewed the sounds l, x and inflection -s.

Science
This week we made pinwheels and took them
outside on Monday to see how fast the wind
was blowing.  On Tuesday we took an
anemometer outside and determined that the
speed of the wind was about 7 mph.  The
meteorologist reported that evening that the
wind in St. Louis had been blowing about 5
mph during the day.  Pretty close to what we
measured!  We also did an experiment to
discover that there is water in the air.  Water
in the air is called water vapor.



continued...

Grammar
We have been working on capital letters and
end marks, rhyming words, and making
sentences! All sentences include a naming
part and a telling part.

Nuts and Bolts
*Book Reports are off to a great start!
During the week of your child’s Book
Report, feel free to have them practice
presenting their book each night as their
reading homework. The more practice will
help their confidence on the day of!
*Remember to send in a water bottle to
school every day with your child.
*Make sure your child eats a good breakfast
every morning. We do not have snack time.
*Check your child’s folder daily for homework
and/or notes. Graded work will come home on
Fridays in the back pocket.
*Remind your child to have their shirts tucked
in when arriving at school.
*Our first grade days are packed full of
learning so please make sure your child goes
to bed on time every night so they can be the
best learners they can be!
*It is important for your child to have a nightly
homework routine. We want to make sure we
work first, then play!

Remember to worship this weekend as a
family! The Shiromas will be at the 9:00
service this Sunday. I hope to see you there!

Spanish
This week in Spanish, we learned how to say
different rooms in our house. We also played
a game where we had to guess where
different family members were inside a house.

Chapel Offering
Each week when we have chapel, students
have the opportunity to share an offering that
helps somebody in need.  During August and
September all donations will be collected for
LCMS World Missions which helps refugees
and people in crisis.  Every two months, the
recipient of these funds will change.  We want
to inspire our students to be helpers in the
world and to practice generosity.  This is
completely voluntary and a wonderful
opportunity!

Homework
*Nightly Work includes a math worksheet,
practicing spelling words, and reading a book
or two (equivalent to 10-15 minutes).
*Weekly Work includes Memory Work.


